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A reboot is in order

• We need a different pathway to 
decarbonization
• The Philippine NDC needs to reflect 

national imperatives to better 
serve climate risk resilience, and 
climate smart development, and 
global mitigation. 
• Return to basics, where climate 

change adaptation and resilience is 
the country’s anchor and 
sustainable development its 
context, instead of the incredibly 
narrow GHG inventory-centric 
approach.



Glasgow is done. 
Big Gains, Big Disappointments

• 1.5 is alive even if it remains on lifeline watch.
• Historic: after 26 COPs and over 30 intersessional meetings, the main culprit 

behind climate change has been named. But…
• Ambition-raising to close the gap for 2030 will now be a continuous process with 

annual high-level ambition-raising round tables
• Developed countries to at least double their collective provision of climate 

finance for adaptation by 2025
• Agreement on carbon market mechanism for mitigation and sustainable 

development rules, with 5% proceeds going to vulnerable country adaptation 
efforts
• Consensus reached: financing for loss and damage indispensable + mandate to 

explore financing options in COP27 to conclude work
• Glasgow Climate Pact, not Glasgow Emergency Pact







30 years of climate science assessments



MUCH TO LOSE…



Covid is not a black swan event. No country 
prepared for non-financial external shocks.



Expect more frequent, severe extreme 
climate events



ALL PHILIPPINE
COAL PLANTS

Historically, coal plants experience 8 to 9 annual outage instances with 60 to 74 annual days of outages.
This translates to high unavailability rates. Moreover, high frequency of mid-level generation suggests that the plants are cycling.
The average coal plant historically fails the averaged ERC outage limit of CFB and PSC plants. 

cycling

High 
unavailability 
rates signify 
extended 
planned and 
unplanned 
outages.

Planned and 
unplanned 
outage duration 
historically 
exceeds the 
ERC-mandated 
limit. 

Cycling 
operation and 
frequent 
outage of 
baseload 
power plants 
are observed. 

Frequent 
outage



Timeline of Events

Calaca Unit 2

GN Power Unit 1

GN Power Unit 2

Sual Unit 2

on shutdown since 12/03/2020 

on shutdown since 01/08/2021 

May 2, 2021 May 9, 2021 May 16, 2021 May 23, 2021 May 30, 2021 June 6, 2021 June 13, 2021

on shutdown since 09/16/2020 
start-up on 
5/12/2021 on shutdown since 5/16/2021 start-up on 6/2/2021

on planned shutdown since 
3/20/2021

start-up 
on 
5/6/2021

on 
shutdown 
since 
5/7/2021

start-up on 5/10/2021 on shutdown since 6/1/2021

Data Source: IEMOP



Is this an isolated case?

GN Power Unit 1 GN Power Unit 2 Sual Unit 2 Calaca Unit 2

Throughout its history, these plants have experienced recurring outages. 

7 to 15 outages annually
from 2017 to 2021

For each of these plants, majority of the outages are unplanned

8 years operating 8 years operating 21 years operating 36 years operating

1 to 19 outages annually
from 2017 to 2021

2 to 9 outages annually
from 2017 to 2021

12 to 22 outages annually
from 2017 to 2021

Data Source: IEMOP



Move people, not cars



88% of households in the 
Greater Manila Area 
have no cars (JICA 2015)







Everything counts, everyone matters.


